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ABSTRACT

Recent narrow-band Ca photometry discovered two distinct red giant branch (RGB) populations in
some massive globular clusters (GCs) including M22, NGC 1851, and NGC 288. In order to investigate
the differences in light/heavy elements abundances between the two subpopulations, we have performed
low-resolution spectroscopy for stars on the two RGBs in these GCs. We find a significant difference (more
than 4σ) in calcium abundance from the spectroscopic HK′ index for both M22 and NGC 1851. We also
find a more than 8σ difference in CN band strength between the Ca-strong and Ca-weak subpopulations.
For NGC 288, however, we detect the presence of a large difference only in the CN strength. The calcium
abundances of the two subpopulations in this GC are identical within errors. We also find interesting
differences in CN-CH relations among these GCs. While CN and CH indices are correlated in M22, they
show an anti-correlation in NGC 288. However, NGC 1851 shows no difference in CH between two groups
of stars having different CN strengths. The CN bimodality in these GCs could be explained by pollution
from intermediate-mass asymptotic giant branch stars and/or fast-rotating massive stars. For the presence
or absence of calcium bimodality and the differences in CN-CH relations, we suggest these would be best
explained by how strongly type II supernovae enrichment has contributed to the chemical evolutions of
these GCs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies of stellar populations in globular clus-
ters (GCs) have suggested that most GCs possess two
or more subpopulations. Photometric observations dis-
covered, for many GCs, splits from main sequence (MS)
to red giant branch (RGB) on the color-magnitude dia-
gram (CMD) (e.g., Lee et al., 1999; Siegel et al., 2007).
Spectroscopic observations have also found star-to-star
variations in both light and heavy elements abundances
in these GCs (Norris et al., 1996; Da Costa et al.,
2009; Carretta et al., 2010; Marino et al., 2011). Abun-
dance variations in light elements are suggested to be
due to the chemical pollution and/or enrichment by
intermediate-mass asymptotic giant branch (IMAGB)
stars (Ventura & D’Antona, 2008) and fast-rotating
massive stars (FRMSs; Decressin et al., 2007). How-
ever, heavy element abundance variations would imply
that a later generation of stars was enriched by type II
supernovae (SNe; Timmes et al., 1995), which would in-
dicate a dwarf galaxy connection for the origin of these
GCs. Therefore, searches for these GCs are important as
they can provide additional evidence for building blocks
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of the Galaxy. In this respect, narrow-band Ca photom-
etry, which measures the strength of calcium II H & K
lines (Anthony-Twarog et al., 1991), can be a power-
ful probe as it can detect even a small spread in calcium
abundance. Indeed, recent Ca photometry performed at
the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO)
has successfully detected splits on the RGB in several
GCs, including M22, NGC 1851, and NGC 288 (J.-W.
Lee et al., 2009; Roh et al., 2011). The caveat in this
photometry, however, is that the adjacent CN band at
3883 Å can contaminate the measurement if the filter
transmission function intrudes into the CN band (see
Lee et al., 2013; Hsyu et al., 2014). In this study, in or-
der to investigate the origin of multiple RGBs, we have
performed low-resolution spectroscopy for stars on the
two RGBs in M22, NGC 1851, and NGC 288.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Our multi-object spectroscopic observation were per-
fomred using the Wide Field Reimaging CCD Camera
(WFCCD) mounted on the du Pont 2.5m telescope. We
used the H&K grism with a dispersion of 0.8 Å/pixel
and a central wavelength of 3700 Å. Target stars were
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Figure 1. Spectroscopic target stars identified on the CMDs for M22, NGC 1851, and NGC 288. Blue and red circles indicate
selected stars from the bluer and redder RGBs, respectively.

selected from two distinct subpopulations in the (y, hk)
CMDs, for M22 and NGC 288, and in the (U , U − I)
CMD, for NGC 1851, all obtained from the CTIO 4m
telescope (see Figure 1). In our selection of target stars,
a similar number of stars were selected from the two sub-
populations. Four or five slit masks, each of which was
made for stars with similar brightness, were designed us-
ing the maskgenx4 code. Typically, each mask includes
∼25 slits of 1.2′′ width with slit length longer than 10′′

for obtaining sky spectra. The data reduction was per-
formed with IRAF and the modified WFCCD reduction
package, for which a detailed description can be found
in Prochaska et al. (2006).

In order to compare the strengths of calcium, CN, and
CH lines between the two subpopulations, we have mea-
sured spectral indices, HK′, S3839, and CH4300 (Lim et
al., 2014; Harbeck et al., 2003). The definitions for these
indices are

HK′ = −2.5 log
F3916−3985

2F3894−3911 + F3990−4025
,

S(3839) = −2.5 log
F3861−3884

F3894−3910
,

CH4300 = −2.5 log
F4285−4315

0.5F4240−4280 + 0.5F4390−4460
,

where F3916−3985, for example, is the integrated flux
from 3916 to 3985 Å. However, spectral indices are af-
fected not only by chemical abundance but also by ef-
fective temperature (Teff) and surface gravity (log g).
Therefore, we calculated δ indices (δHK′, δCN, and
δCH) as the difference between the original index for
each star and the least-square fitting line, obtained from
the full sample, to minimize the effects of temperature
and gravity.

3. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows measured HK′, δHK′, CN, and δCN
indices for the RGB stars in M22, NGC 1851, and
NGC 288 as functions of magnitude. The differences

in chemical abundance between the two subpopulations
are measured from δHK′ and δCN indices by taking the
mean values for each subpopulation. In Figure 2, the
two subpopulations in M22 and NGC 1851 are clearly
separated by 0.054 and 0.035 in δHK′ index, which are
7.5σ and 4.6σ levels, respectively. The mean δHK′

indices of the two subpopulations in NGC 288, how-
ever, are almost identical within the standard error, sug-
gesting that the difference in δHK′ index is negligible.
These results suggest that the separations in M22 and
NGC 1851 found in Ca photometry are indeed originat-
ing from a difference in calcium abundance, while there
is no evidence for a difference in calcium abundance in
NGC 288. In the case of the CN band, all of these three
GCs show clear separations between the two subpop-
ulations in δCN index. The differences in δCN index
for M22, NGC 1851, and NGC 288 are 0.36 (15.9σ),
0.42 (12.8σ), and 0.31 (16.6σ), respectively. This also
suggests that the difference in CN band strength was
mainly responsible for the RGB split in NGC 288.

In addition, we found a systematic difference in the
CN-CH correlation among these GCs. In Figure 3, we
ploted δCN versus δCH of RGB stars in NGC 288,
NGC 1851, and M22, respectively, to investigate the cor-
relation between CN and CH band strengths. NGC 288
shows an anti-correlation between CN and CH indices,
which is consistent with the general trend reported in
previous studies. In the case of NGC 1851, we found no
apparent relation between the two indices, mostly be-
cause the difference in δCH index is negligible between
the two subpopulations. On the other hand, M22 ap-
parently shows a positive correlation between CN and
CH. Note that GCs without a CN-CH anti-correlation
(NGC 1851 and M22) are those with calcium abundance
variations. This suggests that the absence of CN-CH
anti-correlation is probably due to the effect of SNe
enrichment, because only this mechanism can increase
the strengths of every spectral indices, δHK′, δCN, and
δCH.
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Figure 2. Measured spectral indices (HK′, δHK′, CN, and δCN) as functions of magnitude for M22, NGC 1851, and NGC 288,
where the blue and red circles are stars in bluer and redder RGBs in Figure 1. The δ indices, δHK′ and δCN, are defined
as the height of the original indices, HK′ and CN, above the least square lines (black solid lines). The mean value and the
error of the mean (±1σ) for each subpopulation are denoted by the solid and dashed lines, respectively.

4. DISCUSSION

While the light element variations could be explained
by pollution from IMAGB stars and/or FRMSs (De-
cressin et al., 2007; Ventura & D’Antona, 2008), the
origin of the two distinct subpopulations with differ-
ent heavy element abundances in some GCs, including
M22 and NGC 1851, is not yet fully understood. Two
scenarios are suggested in the literature, all of which
are apparently possible only in a dwarf galaxy environ-
ment. One is that the later generation stars in these
GCs were formed in the metal enriched gas from the
earlier generations (hereafter self-enrichment scenario;
Timmes et al., 1995, see also Joo & Lee, 2013, and ref-
erences therein). The other is that these GCs formed
through the merging of two proto-galactic GCs with
slightly different metallicities (hereafter merger scenario;

Carretta et al., 2010; Bekki & Yong, 2012). The redder
RGB stars in M22 and NGC 1851 are enhanced both
in heavy and light elements. In the self-enrichment sce-
nario, this would suggest that the redder RGB stars were
affected by SNe enrichment, together with the contami-
nation from IMAGB stars and/or FRMSs. The positive
CN-CH correlation observed in M22 is also naturally
explained in this scenario as the SNe enrichment would
have increased both nitrogen (CN) and carbon (CH)
abundances. In the case of NGC 1851, the absence of a
CN-CH correlation is most likely because the enhance-
ment in carbon abundance by SNe was not enough to
overcome the depletion of the same element by IMAGB
stars or FRMSs. In this scenario, NGC 288 was not af-
fected by SNe, but carbon was only depleted by IMAGB
or FRMS. This suggests that the systematic differences
in CN and CH correlation among three GCs is caused by
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Figure 3. The systematic difference in the CN-CH correlation among RGB stars in NGC 288, NGC 1851, and M22. In each
panel, a dashed line represents the least-square fitting line obtained from the full sample.

how strongly SNe enrichment has contributed to their
chemical enrichment. The origin of this difference prob-
ably has something to do with the difference in the
initial mass of the system as more enriched gas from
SNe would be retained in more massive GCs (see, e.g.,
Baumgardt et al., 2008). In the case of the merger sce-
nario, the presence of two subpopulations differing in
both heavy and light element abundances can be intu-
itively explained by a simple merging of two GCs in the
proto-dwarf galaxy environment (Carretta et al., 2010;
Bekki & Yong, 2012). A more detailed description of
this study can be found in Lim et al. (2014).
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